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Origin of the catalytic activity of face-centered-
cubic ruthenium nanoparticles determined from
an atomic-scale structure†
L. S. R. Kumara,*a Osami Sakata,*abc Shinji Kohara,ab Anli Yang,a Chulho Song,a
Kohei Kusada,d Hirokazu Kobayashid and Hiroshi Kitagawadef
The 3-dimensional (3D) atomic-scale structure of newly discovered face-centered cubic (fcc) and
conventional hexagonal close packed (hcp) type ruthenium (Ru) nanoparticles (NPs) of 2.2 to 5.4 nm
diameter were studied using X-ray pair distribution function (PDF) analysis and reverse Monte Carlo
(RMC) modeling. Atomic PDF based high-energy X-ray diﬀraction measurements show highly diﬀuse
X-ray diﬀraction patterns for fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs. We here report the atomic-scale structure of
Ru NPs in terms of the total structure factor and Fourier-transformed PDF. It is found that the respective
NPs have substantial structural disorder over short- to medium-range order atomic distances from
the PDF analysis. The first-nearest-neighbor peak analyses show a significant size dependence for the
fcc-type Ru NPs demonstrating the increase in the peak height due to an increase in the number
density as a function of particle size. The bond angle and coordination number (CN) distribution for the
RMC-simulated fcc- and hcp-type Ru NP models indicated inherited structural features from their bulk
counterparts. The CN analysis of the whole NP and surface of each RMC model of Ru NPs show the low
activation energy packing sites on the fcc-type Ru NP surface atoms. Finally, our newly defined order
parameters for RMC simulated Ru NP models suggested that the enhancement of the CO oxidation
activity of fcc-type NPs was due to a decrease in the close packing ordering that resulted from the
increased NP size. These structural findings could be positively supported for synthesized low-cost and high
performance nano-sized catalysts and have potential application in fuel-cell systems and organic synthesis.
Introduction
Catalysts play a major role in the technological development of
conversion processes for natural gas, coal and biomass.1 It is
well known that catalysts accelerate chemical reactions, where
chemical bonds are dissociated or recombined, and interactions
between the catalyst and the reactant lower the reaction energy
barrier. However, because the catalyst does not alter the thermo-
dynamics of the reaction, the overall change in free energy
remains unchanged.2 In heterogeneous catalysis, the reactants
and the catalyst are present in diﬀerent phases. The structure of
the reactive sites on the catalyst surface strongly influences the
observed catalytic behavior, because of the intimate contact
between the surface metal atoms with neighboring metal atoms.
Therefore, the coordination number (CN) of the metal atoms
strongly influences the catalytic activity.3 Because catalytic reac-
tions occur at the surface, nanosized metal catalysts are typically
used in catalysis to improve the catalytic eﬃciency, by increasing
the surface-to-volume ratio.4 The use of transition-metal NPs in
catalysis is important because they mimic metal surface activa-
tion and catalysis on the nanoscale, and thus provide superior
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heterogeneous catalysis eﬃciency in terms of activity, selectivity
and lifetime.5,6 Metallic ruthenium (Ru) adopts an hcp structure
at all temperatures and has attracted much attention recently as a
catalyst for CO oxidation, because of its high catalytic activity.7,8
CO oxidation catalysts are in demand for the removal of CO from
car exhaust and for the prevention of CO poisoning in fuel-cell
systems. Recently, the structural identification of Ru NPs and the
size dependency of their catalytic activity have been reported, and
novel fcc-type Ru NPs8,9 were more eﬃcient than conventional
hcp-type Ru NPs larger than 3 nm.10 The catalytic properties of
NPs are strongly dependent on their structure and the size of Ru
NPs must be determined more precisely to improve our under-
standing of the behavior of transition-metal NPs in heterogeneous
catalysis. The 3-dimensional (3D) atomic structures of crystalline
materials have been determined by crystallography and diﬀraction
techniques such as single crystal X-ray structure analysis and
powder X-ray diﬀraction.11 However, such techniques are not
suitable for NPs that are much smaller than the X-ray spatial
coherence length.12 Recently high-energy X-ray pair distribution
function (PDF) analysis revealed the 3D atomic arrangement of
small metal NPs, which deviates significantly from their corre-
sponding bulk crystalline structures.13,14 Furthermore reverse
Monte Carlo (RMC)15–17 modeling based on high-energy X-ray
diffraction data has suggested that the atomic-scale structure of
such NPs exhibits distinct structural disorder.18 We used the
RMC_POT program19 to model isolated and finite-sized spherical
NPs without using periodic boundary conditions in the simula-
tions. We herein report the results of PDF analysis and RMC
modeling based on high-energy XRD data of novel fcc-type and
conventional hcp-type Ru NPs, which ranged from 2.2 to 5.4 nm
in size. The short- and intermediate-range structures of the Ru
NPs were investigated in terms of the coordination number and
bond angle distributions. Furthermore, the surface structures of
the NPs were discussed to elucidate their CO oxidation activity.
Experimental
Uniformly sized fcc and hcp Ru nanoparticles (2.2–5.4 nm) were
prepared by chemical reduction methods using Ru(acac)3 and
RuCl3nH2O, respectively, with the metal precursors and poly(N-
vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP) as the stabilizing agent. Ethylene
glycol (EG) or triethylene glycol (TEG) was employed as the
solvent and reducing agent for the synthesis. Phase control was
achieved by varying both the metal precursor and the solvent,
and size control was achieved by adjusting the concentrations
of the reagents and the PVP stabilizer used for the synthesis. In
a typical synthesis of fcc Ru NPs with a diameter of 2.4 nm,
Ru(acac)3 (2.1 mmol) and PVP (10 mmol of monomer units)
were dissolved in TEG (500 mL) at room temperature. The
solution was then heated to 200 1C and maintained at this
temperature for 3 h. After the reaction was complete, the
prepared NPs were separated by centrifugation.10 The size of the
prepared samples was determined from transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images, which were obtained using a Hitachi
HT7700 transmission electron microscope operated at 100 kV.
The mean diameter and distributions were estimated by averaging
over 200 particles. The average particle sizes of the Ru NPs were
2.2, 3.5, 3.9, and 5.0 nm for the hcp structure and 2.4, 3.5, 3.9, and
5.4 nm for the fcc structure.
X-ray diﬀraction measurements were performed using a
two-axis diﬀractometer installed at the BL04B2 beamline20 of
the third-generation synchrotron radiation facility SPring-8,
Hyogo, Japan. The incident X-ray beam was 61.46 keV, with a
wavelength of 0.02017 nm; it was generated using an Si(111)
monochromator. The synthesized Ru NPs were loaded into
a capillary column and measured at room temperature. Fine
powders of bulk 99.9% Ru and PVP were used as the reference
materials. The XRD data were corrected for background, polari-
zation and absorption and were then normalized to the struc-
ture factor and Fourier transformed using the SPring-8 BL04B2
analysis software. RMC simulations15,16 were performed on Ru
NPs of diﬀerent structures and diﬀerent sizes. For example, an
RMC run was carried out on 4857 Ru atoms in a spherical
configuration closely resembling that of a spherical hcp-type
Ru NP approximately 5 nm in diameter. A number density
of 0.0742095 Å3 corresponding to 12.45 g cm3 was used. A
randomly generated spherical configuration of Ru was used as
the starting point of the RMC simulation. The simulations were
guided by the experimental structure factor and were stopped
when the RMC computed and experimental data agreed very
well over the entire range of wave vectors (i.e., from 0.2 to
2.5 nm1). The simulation was carried out using a new version
of the RMC_POT software19 furnished in the case of nonperiodic
boundary conditions. The average coordination constraint
enforcing 12 first neighbors between 0.21 and 0.35 nm was
applied to take into account the close-packed nature of the Ru
metal structures.
Results and discussion
High-energy synchrotron X-ray diﬀraction
To understand the physical properties of the Ru NP catalysts,
detailed and reliable information in the atomic and intermediate
range is required. Such structural information is obtained from
high-energy synchrotron X-ray diﬀraction data, the total struc-
ture factor S(Q), and the PDF g(r) which is obtained by the
Fourier transform of the S(Q). Here Q is a wave vector defined as
(4p/l)sin(y) with y being half the scattering angle.9,13 The
experimental XRD patterns of nanosized hcp- and fcc-type Ru
particles are shown in Fig. S1 in the ESI† together with that of
bulk Ru and poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP) as a reference. In
contrast, the XRD patterns of hcp-type bulk Ru were described in
terms of a periodic lattice with space group P63/mmc, using
lattice parameters a = 0.27042 nm and c = 0.42816 nm (ICSD
#52261).21 However, the concept of Miller indices is not practi-
cally applicable for NPs. This is because their infinite 3D lattice
periodicity and Bragg-peak based crystallography is broken at
the nanoscale. We observed Bragg peaks at 2.85, 3.22, 4.62 and
5.44 Å1 for fcc-type Ru NPs (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†) corre-
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structure Ru phase (ICSD #41515).10,22 The peak at 3.22 Å1 for
2.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs is not clear. It is interesting to note that
the peak at 2.89 Å1 is obviously asymmetric in its (111) plane for
2.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs, but the reflections from the (200) plane
is very weak and rather diﬀuse. Furthermore, the two peaks at
0.82 and 1.40 Å1 were attributed to PVP, which are commonly
observed in the XRD patterns of Ru NPs protected by the PVP
stabilizer.
As shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†) the diﬀraction peaks of Ru NPs
are highly diﬀuse and hence it is very diﬃcult to analyze
them using conventional crystallographic methods such as
the Rietveld analysis.9 By contrast, the atomic-scale structure
of non-crystalline systems can be described in terms of the total
structure factor S(Q) and Fourier-transformed PDF g(r). S(Q) is
related to the coherent part, Icoh(Q), of the diﬀraction data:
SðQÞ ¼ 1þ
IcohðQÞ P ci fiðQÞj j2h iP
ci fiðQÞj j2
; (1)
where ci and fi are the atomic concentration and X-ray atomic
scattering factor, respectively, for the atomic species of type i.13
S(Q) in a wide Q range enables a higher resolution to be
obtained in the real-space information g(r) using:




Q½SðQÞ  1 sinðQrÞdQ (2)
where r is the local atomic number density and r is the radial
distance.
Fig. 1(b) and (d) shows the experimental g(r) data for fcc-type
Ru NPs and hcp-type Ru NPs of diﬀerent sizes with the assign-
ment of fcc- (Fig. 1(a)) and hcp-type (Fig. 1(c)) ideal Ru bulk,
respectively. All Ru NP PDFs exhibit significant oscillations up to
approximately 1 nm, which indicates that the Ru NPs exhibit only
short- to intermediate-range ordering. However, we cannot access
long-range atomic distance due to limitations of the Q-resolution
(DQ/Q = 0.1%) with a photon flux of 9.2  1010 (photons
per second per mm2 at 100 mA) in the present high energy
X-ray diﬀraction measurements.24
All these Ru NP PDF peaks are broader than those of the
bulk Ru, which strongly indicates that the structures of the NPs
were disordered.9,25 In addition, the PDF data implied that the
positions of each coordination shell (indicated by dashed lines
in Fig. 1(b) and (d)) are distorted with the size and structure of
the Ru NPs. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the first nearest neighbor
peaks are shifted to low-r direction with respect to the ideal fcc
Ru bulk phase (2.71 Å) by approximately 0.014 and 0.018 Å for
2.4 and 5.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs, respectively. In general, the
first nearest neighbor peak of the Ru–Ru atomic pair of the
conventional hcp-type Ru NPs is approximately 2.67 Å for all
NP sizes.9,25 The peak shift in the higher coordination shell
(above the second coordination shell) is slightly increased to
the higher-r direction with decreasing NP size of the fcc- and
hcp-type Ru NPs (see Fig. 1(b) and (d)). The fifth coordination
shell of the fcc-type Ru NPs clearly shows that the peak shift for
the 2.4 and 5.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs is approximately 0.053 and
0.018 Å. Several missing peaks were observed in the g(r) data for
hcp-type Ru NPs. However, as shown in Fig. S2 in the ESI,† the
experimental g(r) data of the bulk Ru were very close to the ideal
hcp Ru phase with considerably low statistical errors at around
3.0 and 3.4 Å.
The first nearest neighbor peak analysis
The first g(r) peak positions and widths of fcc- and hcp-type Ru
NPs were evaluated via Gaussian peak fitting (see Fig. 2(a)
and (b)). As can be seen in Fig. S3(a) in the ESI,† the Ru–Ru
bond-lengths are slightly elongated as the nanoparticle size
decreases for both fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs. Fig. 2(c) shows the
widths of the first g(r) peaks for the fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs, as
a function of the NP diameter. We observed a clear peak
broadening for 2.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs compared with larger
fcc-type Ru NPs (see Fig. 2(c)). This effect is attributed to the
increases of width of Ru–Ru bond-length distribution in the
smallest fcc-type Ru NPs. Meanwhile, the first-nearest-neighbor
(1NN) peak height for the hcp NPs increased with increasing NP
size, as a result of the higher number density of NPs with
diameters above 3.5 nm (Fig. S3(b) in the ESI†). In contrast, the
fcc structure NPs showed an opposite tendency (see Fig. S3(b)
in the ESI†), compared with the hcp structure. This tendency
originated from the higher relative thermal vibration of fcc-type
Ru NPs, reported in the previous study by Song et al. (2016).22
However, we observed the lowest g1NN(r) peak height at an NP
size of 3.5 nm for both structures. This result suggested that the
enhanced catalytic activity for CO oxidation of the fcc-type Ru
NPs might have arisen from a low sample density (B11.77 g cm3)
compared with hcp-type Ru NPs (B12.15 g cm3) above 3 nm in
size.10 Interestingly, the shortest interatomic distances were slightly
shorter than the ideal bulk counterparts of the fcc-type Ru NPs (see
Fig. 1(a) and (b)). As can be seen in Fig. 2(b) and (c), the 1NN peaks
for the hcp-type NPs remained comparably sharp for smaller NPs,
as reported for CdSe NPs elsewhere.26 The increases in the Ru–Ru
bond length (see Fig. S3(a) in the ESI†) and peak-width broadening
Fig. 1 Fourier-transformed PDF g(r) with (a) bond-length assignment of
the ideal fcc Ru phase (from ICSD #41515),23 (b) experimental g(r) function
of fcc-type Ru NPs, (c) bond-length assignment of the ideal hcp Ru phase
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(see Fig. 2(c)) with decreasing NP size for the fcc-type NPs resulted
from the structural disorder and near-neighbor atomic vibration,
respectively.25
The low-r components at around 2.0 Å in the g(r) profiles are
assigned to Ru–O and/or Ru–N atomic correlations; in addition,
N and O atoms originate from the PVP stabilizer used as a
capping agent. The PDFs for the PVP-capped 5 nm hcp-type Ru
NPs and 5.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs, however, do not exhibit any
peaks at approximately 2 Å. This result indicates that the use
of PVP capping agents did not result in the formation of a
substantial number of atomic correlations at the NP surface.
Thus, we were able to analyze the atomic-scale structure of
the fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs by employing the RMC modeling
technique.
The reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modeling
Three-dimensional RMC models were constructed to obtain
structural information, including the atomic pair distribution,
coordination number, and bond angle distribution, for all Ru
NP samples. The RMC simulation of the hcp-type bulk Ru was
performed using the RMCPOW27 software. The RMC simulated
and experimental structure factor I(Q) data agreed very well, as
shown in Fig. S4 in the ESI.† The hcp-type NPs shown in Fig. S5
(ESI†) are in better fit. This is to be expected since the RMC
configuration models feature an hcp-type structure that is
intrinsic to the hcp-type Ru bulk counterpart. We see from
Fig. S6 (ESI†) that the RMC fit and experimental data agreed
well for the smallest fcc-types Ru NPs. We observed somewhat
misfits for 3.5, 3.9 and 5.4 nm fcc-type NPs. That is, the new
fcc-type of local atomic ordering in the respective Ru NPs is
not completely captured by the present RMC simulation tech-
niques. In contrast, we obtained satisfactory RMC configu-
ration models for our hcp- and fcc-type NPs but not perfect.
The RMC simulated and experimental structure factor data sets
for the fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b),
respectively. The RMC generated 3D atomic configuration
model of fcc and hcp-type NPs clearly shows the ABCABC
and ABABAB stacking in the cluster near the center of nano-
particles, respectively. The substantial broadening of the first
PDF peak for small Ru NPs should be consistent with the fact
that they have a high ratio of stacking faults.28
As shown in Fig. 4, the bond-angle distributions have been
evaluated from the atomic configurations obtained by the RMC
procedure. Fig. 4(b) and (d) shows the bond angle distributions
for the fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs, respectively, together with
those for bulk crystals (Fig. 4(a) and (c)). We observed very
broad peaks in the bond angle distribution for both fcc and
hcp-type Ru NPs compared with the bulk counterparts. This
suggested a distinct disorder in the atomic-scale structure of
the Ru NPs. The bond angle distribution for the fcc-type ideal
Ru phase (ICSD #41515)23 exhibited peaks at 60, 90, and 1201,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). For the fcc-type Ru NPs, the bond angle
Fig. 2 Widths for the first g(r) peaks: (a) for the fcc-type Ru NPs (circle)
fitted with Gaussian (solid line), (b) for the hcp-type Ru NPs (circle) fitted
with Gaussian (solid line), and (c) peak widths for the fcc-type Ru NPs (red
solid line) and the hcp-type Ru NPs (blue dashed line).
Fig. 3 Experimental and RMC-generated X-ray total structure factor S(Q)
profiles for the (a) fcc-type Ru NPs and (b) hcp-type Ru NPs at room
temperature. The black solid circles represent the experimental total
structure factor S(Q) profiles. The RMC-generated total structure factor
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distribution showed a sharp peak at approximately 581 and very
broad peaks at approximately 87 and 1141. We observed a
relatively narrower peak pattern for 2.4 nm size fcc-type Ru
NPs rather than for other larger Ru NPs in the same structure
(see Fig. 4(b)). As shown in Fig. 4(c), the bond angle distribution
for the ideal hcp structure exhibited peaks at 60, 90, 108, 120,
and 1461.9 However, the hcp-type Ru NPs showed only one
prominent peak at approximately 581, and two further broad
peaks at approximately 87 and 1141, similar to the results
observed for the fcc-type Ru NPs. The bond angle distribution
for the hcp-type NPs did not show a clear size dependence in
contrast to the fcc-type NPs.
We shall now discuss the CN for describing the atomic
arrangement in the Ru NPs. Note that the first main PDF peak
for the bulk Ru reflected the presence of 12 first atomic
neighbors. Here, we introduce two diﬀerent CNs for the Ru
NPs: one is the whole-CN, which is obtained by counting the
number of atoms in the nth coordination shell of a NP and
the other is the surface-CN which is obtained by counting the
number of atoms in the nth coordination shell inside the NP
surface shell with a thickness of 0.53 nm (2 atomic layers) from
the most distant surface atom. The whole-CN and surface-CN
in the first coordination-shell were evaluated by counting
the number of Ru atoms in the spherical shell with a radius
between 0.23 and 0.32 nm around each central atom. The CNs
in the second shell were obtained by counting the number of
Ru atoms in the spherical shell with a radius between 0.33 and
0.41 nm. Fig. 5(a) shows the three-dimensional RMC produced
configurations of fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs with diﬀerent
whole-CNs in highlighted colors. It was found that atoms with
whole-CNs smaller than 4 were more dominant in fcc-type
2.4 nm and hcp-type 2.2 nm, with 5.96% and 12.8% of the
total number of atoms, respectively. The percentages of whole-
CNs of atoms were estimated from the coordination number
statistics obtained using the RMC configuration models of the
Ru NPs (Table S1 in the ESI†). Moreover, the whole-CNs of
many of the surface atoms fell within the range of 5 to 7, as
shown in Fig. 5(a) (red color atoms for fcc-type Ru NPs and blue
color atoms for hcp-type Ru NPs). Among the Ru NPs, the
smallest hcp-type NP, with a diameter 2.2 nm, had the most
populous whole-CN, with a lowest number of 5, and 17.15% out
of a total of 414 atoms. Other NPs showed that the most
populous whole-CNs were 9 or 10.
Although the surfaces of the NPs were highly disordered,
various well-defined surface topologies were expected at diﬀerent
weights. As in previous reports, the hcp-type NP model contained
five types of potential sites related to corner sites (CN = 6), square-
planar sites (CN = 8), close-packed (CN = 9), B5 (Step-edge) sites
(CN = 10), and sawtooth sites (CN = 11).25,29 Notably, the notation
PCN was introduced for the probability of Ru atoms at the
diﬀerent activation sites with CN determined from the RMC
configuration models of Ru NPs. The 5.4 nm fcc-type Ru NP
model showed a higher probability for the existence of B5 sites of
P10 = 29.3% and sawtooth sites of P11 = 21.2% compared with
the 5.0 nm hcp-type Ru NP model, with the corresponding
probabilities P10 = 27.3% and P11 = 19.6%. Furthermore, the
5.0 nm hcp-type Ru NP model exhibited a higher probability
of containing close-packed (P9 = 18.9%) and square-planar
(P8 = 10.0%) sites, compared with the whole-CN probabilities of
close-packed (P9 = 16.5%) and square-planar (P8 = 8.3%) sites for
the 5.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs. Fig. S7 in the ESI† presents a
summary of the percentages of atoms of diﬀerent sites for the
Fig. 4 Ru–Ru–Ru bond-angle distributions of the (a) ideal fcc-type Ru
phase (from ICSD #41515), (b) fcc-type Ru NPs, (c) hcp-type bulk Ru phase
(from ICSD #52261), and (d) hcp-type Ru NPs.
Fig. 5 Three-dimensional atomic configurations of Ru NPs and the CO
conversion site on the NP surfaces: (a) three-dimensional view of the RMC
generated fcc-type (top) and hcp-type (bottom) Ru NP models with
diﬀerent coordination numbers in highlighted colors and (b) CO (C and
O represented in gray and red, respectively) conversion sites on the Ru fcc
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fcc and hcp-type Ru NPs as a function of the NP diameter. In both
structures, smaller NPs showed a higher number of corner sites
with whole-CN = 6 or 7; these values decreased with increasing
NP diameter.29 However, the previous density functional theory
calculations for hcp-type Ru NP30 and fcc-type Au NP31 surfaces
indicated that the CO oxidation reaction required a lower activa-
tion energy at less-packed B5 and sawtooth sites, in comparison
with close-packed surfaces. The observed high catalytic reaction
rate of CO oxidation (see Fig. S11 in the ESI†) of 5.4 nm size
fcc-type NPs is consistent with higher P10+11 = 50.5% and lower
P8+9 = 24.7% total probabilities of diﬀerent sites compared to
5.0 nm hcp-type Ru NPs with P10+11 = 46.9% and P8+9 = 28.9%
values. Herein, the total probabilities of diﬀerent activation sites
are given by PCN1+CN2 = PCN1 + PCN2. According to the latter results,
the newly discovered fcc-type Ru NPs were more reactive than the
conventional hcp-type Ru NPs, as graphically depicted by the
surface atoms with diﬀerent coordination numbers in high-
lighted colors as shown in Fig. 5(b). In contrast, the smallest
hcp-type Ru NPs showed a highly disordered atomic structure,
and the lowest whole-CNs, with few closed-packed sites. The
results of this whole-CN analysis are consistent with the pre-
viously reported CO conversion catalytic activity of fcc- and
hcp-type Ru NPs.10
The rate of CO oxidation is a function of the local geometry
of the NP surface structure.32 We performed further analysis of
the surface-CN distribution using RMC models. As shown in
Fig. S8 in the ESI,† we observed that the percentage of surface
atom numbers for both fcc- and hcp-type Ru NP models
increased sharply with decreasing NP diameter.33 The high
surface-to-volume ratio of the Ru NPs also improved the catalytic
eﬃciency in the chemical reaction. The average whole-CNs and
surface-CNs for the Ru NPs are summarized in Table 1. The
average first shell whole-CNs and surface-CNs increased signifi-
cantly with increases in the fcc- and hcp-type NP size. Fig. 6(a)
and (b) shows the average whole-CN and surface-CN of the first
coordination shell for the atom in the whole NP and the surface,
respectively. The average surface-CN in the first coordination
shell for the 2.4 nm fcc-Ru NPs was 5.71  0.16, significantly
higher than that of the 2.2 nm hcp-Ru NPs (5.22  0.21).
Conversely, the average first shell surface-CN value (6.52 
0.18) for the 5.4 nm fcc-type Ru NPs was smaller than that for
the 5.0 nm hcp-type Ru NPs (6.57  0.18). This trend in the
average surface-CN was observed for particle diameters larger
than 3.5 nm. In contrast, the average first-shell whole-CNs for
both the fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs were converged as particle
diameter increased (Fig. 6(a)). Fig. S9(a) and (b) in the ESI† shows
the average whole-CNs and surface-CNs of the second coordina-
tion shell of the Ru NPs, respectively. The average whole-CNs in
the second coordination shell of the fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs
also increased with increasing particle size. However, the average
whole-CNs in the second coordination shell for the fcc-type NPs
were lower than those for the hcp-type NPs. Interestingly, the
second shell average surface-CNs for the hcp-type NPs were
stable; in particular, they increased slightly with increasing NP
diameter for the fcc-type NPs. The surface atoms of the fcc-type
Ru NPs showed lower surface-CNs in the second coordination
shell, compared with those of the hcp-type Ru NPs. In particular,
the observed high catalytic activity of fcc-type Ru NPs (see Fig. S11
in the ESI†) is consistent with higher P10+11 and lower P8+9
probabilities of diﬀerent sites with CNs determined using RMC
models, rather than the average first and second CN analysis (see
Fig. 6 and Fig. S9 in the ESI†). The surfaces of these RMC-
simulated models deviated significantly from the ideal hcp and
fcc structures, even for the largest 5.0 nm hcp- and 5.4 nm fcc-
type Ru NPs. In this NP diameter range, we observed that for all
of the Ru NP structures, the surface atoms were highly disordered
compared with the inner atoms.
Order parameter
To obtain a structural parameter that could be used to estimate
the influence of the atomic disorder resulting from particle size
and the structure type on the PDF and the bond angles of the fcc-
and hcp-type Ru NPs RMC models, let us propose a factor Stype
obtained from the peak width (WXcos(y)) and the peak center (C
X
cos(y))
of the bond angle main peak at cos(y) (B0.5) and the peak width
(WXr ) and peak center (C
X
r ) of the 1NN peak at bond distance
r (B2.69 Å) (Fig. S10 in the ESI†) for X in the form of Ru NPs or






















Table 1 Average whole-CNs and surface-CNs of the first and second





(nm) First shell Second shell First shell Second shell
fcc 2.4  0.5 7.78  0.38 4.85  0.13 5.71  0.16 2.88  0.18
3.5  0.7 8.51  0.37 5.60  0.05 6.11  0.20 3.40  0.07
3.9  0.8 8.79  0.21 5.79  0.05 6.31  0.17 3.46  0.06
5.4  1.1 9.42  0.14 6.02  0.04 6.52  0.18 3.54  0.06
hcp 2.2  0.5 6.92  0.29 5.39  0.16 5.22  0.21 3.48  0.05
3.5  0.6 8.36  0.34 5.86  0.06 6.05  0.17 3.69  0.09
3.9  0.6 8.70  0.22 6.00  0.05 6.32  0.17 3.74  0.05
5.0  0.7 9.28  0.17 5.98  0.05 6.57  0.18 3.53  0.09
Fig. 6 Average whole-CN and surface-CN analysis of the first coordination
shell of fcc- and hcp-type Ru NP RMC models: (a) average whole-CN of the
first coordination shell of fcc- and hcp-type Ru NP spheres, (b) average
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Fig. 7 shows the behavior of the calculated order parameter
Sfcc and Shcp for the RMC models of, respectively, fcc-type and
hcp-type Ru NPs, as a function of the particle diameter. Upon
comparing fcc-type Ru NPs with hcp-type Ru NPs, we observed
that the structural parameter for the fcc-type NPs decreased in
value with increasing NP diameter. Conversely, the order para-
meter for the hcp-type Ru NPs was larger than that for fcc-type
NPs of diameter larger than 3 nm, which confirmed that the
catalytic activity (such as CO oxidation) was reduced as a result
of the dense, close packing atomic arrangement of the larger
hcp-type NPs. Interestingly, the new fcc-type Ru NPs showed
diminished close packing in larger NPs, especially on surfaces
with lower CNs, suggesting that NPs with highly enhanced
catalytic activity could be used for future environmentally
friendly, scientific and technological applications.
Conclusions
This work described the atomic structure of newly synthesized
fcc-type Ru NPs and conventional hcp-type Ru NPs using
high-energy XRD, atomic PDF analysis, and RMC modeling of
spherical NPs without applying periodic boundary conditions.
RMC models of fcc-type Ru NPs of 2.4, 3.5, 3.9 and 5.4 nm in
diameter and hcp-type Ru NPs of 2.2, 3.5, 3.9 and 5.0 nm in
diameter were compared, to obtain a complete view of the
atomic-scale structures and to explain the enhancement of the
catalytic activity. The corresponding diﬀuse nature of the XRD
patterns was considered in terms of the total structure factor.
The pair distribution functions and RMC models indicate that
all of the Ru NPs were arranged with short- to medium-range
order atomic distances.
The following four principal findings were obtained from
the analysis of RMC simulated NP models. (1) The fcc- and hcp-
type Ru NPs possess some of the close-packed structural
features of their Ru bulk counterparts. (2) The Ru NPs were
disordered at short- to intermediate-range atomic distances,
but unable to access particle–particle (intra-domain) correlations
over long-range orders. (3) Through the bond-angle and CN
analysis of the RMC model for Ru NPs, we found that the fcc-
type NPs dominate low activation energy packing sites particu-
larly on the surface. (4) Our defined order parameter clearly
described the effects of changes in the structure and size of the
fcc- and hcp-type Ru NPs, and it was suggested that the
enhancement of CO oxidation activity of fcc-type NPs resulted
from the decrease in the close packed ordering with increasing
NP size.
Using the PDFs, bond angles, and coordination number
analysis of the RMC-simulated Ru NPmodels, we demonstrated
a critical diﬀerence between the newly synthesized PVP-capped
fcc-type Ru NPs and conventional hcp-type Ru NPs; this diﬀerence
is consistent with their relative catalytic activities as a function of
particle size. The combined method of high-energy diﬀraction
and RMC modeling that we have used here is a promising tool
for elucidating the details of atomic-scale structures of many
other NPs.
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